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Roberto Cuoghi (b. 1973, Italy) is not a self-taught art-
ist. He did not train himself, and although he recalls 
that his scholastic career was punctuated by defiance, 
opposition and interruption [conversation with the 
artist, Milan, July 4, 2016], he was finally awarded 
a diploma at the Accademia di Belle Arti di Brera in 
2001. But self-education — the process of learning 
without a teacher — seems to be an essential key to 
understanding his work. What stands out in Cuoghi’s 
practice across the twenty years since he left art school 
is his obstinate drive to develop each project like a leap 
into the unknown. Indeed, for projects such as Il Coc-
codeista (1997); The Goodgriefies (2000); the maps and 
the black paintings made between 2003 and 2007; the 
series of sound works Mbube (2005), Mei Gui (2006) and 
Šuillakku (2008); and the more recent sculptures related 
to Pazuzu, the artist carried out research, sometimes for 
years at a time, and gained new knowledge and skills 
that were often outside his own culture and experi-
ence. So one must ask: What drives Roberto Cuoghi to 
constantly confront his experience and creative process 
with ever-changing motivations and methodologies?

Although the figure of the self-taught artist has 
long fed the myth of an isolated individual fighting 
the system, it is now the subject of specific studies 
in the fields of educational and cognitive science. 
Driven by a search for identity and self-fulfillment, 
self-education — which refers to all situations of soli-
tary learning — is now considered to be a valuable 
resource. Its emancipatory aspect, its ability to adapt 
to the changes in our environment (on a day-to-day 
basis or in difficult situations) and its creative func-
tion when the learner ventures into terra incognita 
are now recognized. Yet, as a way of learning by do-
ing, self-education has never been the subject of an 
in-depth study in the field of art. This is a paradox, 
since any contemporary artist is expected to break 
with tradition or to at least seek, within themselves, 
the resources required to renew the language of art. 
Any innovative procedure would therefore consist 
of autodidactic moments and gestures. In the case of 
Roberto Cuoghi, self-learning is not only a constituent 
element of the creative process but forms its driving 
force and raison d’être. 

Before starting a closer analysis of Roberto Cuoghi’s 
creative process, it must be noted that the artist has never 
mentioned self-learning as an aim or reference in his 
work. Neither does he share the bent of many contem-
porary artists for amateur, dilettante or Sunday-painter 
postures. His approach is more akin to fundamental 
research and experimentation undertaken in order to 
gain new knowledge of phenomena or observable facts 
without envisaging any particular application. This is par-
ticularly obvious in his first project, Il Coccodeista (1997). 
We know that the artist wished to wear glass prisms 
(generally used in telescopes) to test his brain’s ability to 
adapt to inverted visual input, from top to bottom and 
from left to right, and to the drastic reduction of the field 
of vision thus generated. Although the experiment was 
a failure for the artist and a painful sensory and physical 
experience lasting several days, it resulted in a number 
of drawings and texts. Cuoghi states that the experiment 
was never intentionally designed to produce artifacts or 
be a performance in itself. Although the drawings and 
texts are the traces that remain, the artist — affected by 
sensory deprivation — gave them a curative function: 

making them was “the most peaceful moment of the 
day” [Ibid.]. The “unusual slowness” of their making 
and their synthetic nature gave them a “special quality” 
that subsequently led him to keep them, whereas he had 
given the first attempts to people in his circle. The series 
of maps results from the same experiential logic: draw-
ing a planisphere “with no reference points and from 
memory” [Ibid.]. The lines on the different glass plates 
that the artist placed one on top of the other enabled 
him to correct mistakes while leaving the different stages 
of the process visible. The materials used were also the 
subject of experimentation; the mixing of black pigments 
with alcohol and salts produced various types of crystal-
lization, generating optical effects that were amplified 
by their superposition on the different layers of glass. 

Such experiments, focused on practices and materi-
als, are operative in most of Cuoghi’s works: the making 
of a cartoon film with no technical knowledge of anima-
tion (The Goodgriefies); the composing of songs without 
any musical training (Mbube, Mei Gui, Šuillakku); and 
the adaptation of a 3-D printer for the production of 
clay sculptures (the “Putiferio” series). 

Page 41:
SS(VIZ)c (2012)
Photography 
by Alessandra Sofia

This page:
S(IGr)mm (2014)
Photography 
by Alessandra Sofia

Putiferio (2014)
Installation view
Photography 
by Alessandra Sofia
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Whereas other artists delegate production to skilled 
craftsmen and technicians as a matter of course, Cuoghi 
insists on learning these various processes himself, neces-
sitating months or even years of intense learning. The 
approach suggests a kind of passionate, do-it-yourself hero-
ism. But it also and above all affirms the total autonomy 
of the working process. A visit to his studio, in an old food 
warehouse on the outskirts of Milan, is enough to give 
the measure of this. Everything here has been designed 
for the performance of tasks with no outside help. There 
are two modeling areas, several large kilns, a chemistry 
laboratory, a multimedia studio, a kitchen, and a storage 
facility — all fitted out over the years with Alessandra Sofia 
and Nicoletta De Rosa, his assistants and partners in life. 
They form a small, intensely close community, notable for 
its self-sufficiency. The two companions participate fully 
in the work process by conducting theoretical and practi-
cal research. Other tasks are delegated with precision: one 
has a number of technical operations to perform, while 
the other handles all communication with the outside 
world, including the professional art world. 

The artist’s desire to formulate his own rules and 
procedures is also seen in his deliberate choice to forgo 
the usual or expected means. He did not own a com-
puter and so had to buy one, together with a graphic 
tablet and a stylus, for the production of the animated 
cartoon The Goodgriefies. Unexpectedly, he chose to use 
Flash, a software program only moderately suitable for 
animation and whose limits interested him with regard 
to what he could experience and go beyond. Similarly, 
he used a 3-D printer for his latest work but replaced the 
plastic needed for FDM (fused deposition modeling) with 
clay. After much trial and error, he succeeded in creat-
ing machine-made ceramic objects by adding a series of 
medical instruments such as syringes. These “miscast” 
relationships do not apply to materials alone. They also 
inform his subject matter and strategies of representation. 
Production of The Goodgriefies was driven by a desire to 
turn iconic cartoon characters into their unimaginable 
opposites: old people bedridden or suffering intolerable 
physical deformities (a continuation of his willful but 
undocumented acceleration into old age). When Cuoghi 
decided to go into music, he chose songs from other places 
and cultural periods, in particular that of the Zulu people 
of 1940s South Africa (Mbube) and Shanghai before the 
Cultural Revolution (Mei Gui). Each have distinct me-
lodic, instrumental and vocal features. The covers that he 
made were composed with instruments chosen for their 
acoustic similarity, or were simply invented by the artist. 
He also had to practice the vocal modulations needed 
to imitate the lyrics — yet without understanding their 
meaning. Although at first this approach suggested that 
of an amateur who likes to sing his favorite tunes, this 
venture differed in its means and result: sonic artifacts 
that do not resemble anything known. 

Cuoghi describes his sound composition as “an im-
provisation stretched out in time.” He adds: “I use an 
ability I don’t have. I don’t know how to do any of the 
things I do, so I am forced to do them hundreds of times to 
get it right. When I am starting to learn my work is done. 

It is a kind of privilege not to have any specific train-
ing; it’s a method that forces you to imagine everything” 
[interview by Andrea Viliani, in Šuillakku by Roberto 
Cuoghi (blog), October 16, 2009, https://shuillakku.
wordpress.com/2009/10/16/51/ (accessed January 2017)]. 
Several parts of this statement shed light on the art-
ist’s working process and confirm the extent to which 
self-learning forms the backbone of his praxis. Some 
of his emblematic features are seen here: an inherent 
empiricism, the setting up of elementary techniques for 
learning (the act of repetition already mentioned, the 
imitation of existing models, the process of trial and 
error — all operations that remain intentionally percep-
tible in the artist’s resulting works), the rigorous and 
rational nature of the method, and the need to fire the 
imagination and innovate when in unknown territory. 

Autodidacts have long been reproached for the 
“eclecticism” of their knowledge, which would dis-
qualify them in the face of specialists [Pierre Bourdieu, 
La distinction: Critique sociale du jugement, Paris: Les 
Editions de Minuit, 1979, p. 379]. And as a matter of 
fact, the great diversity of subjects addressed by Cuoghi, 
his desire to break with his previous knowledge, the 
appropriation of elements foreign to his culture, their 
heterodox relational placements and misuses, are enough 
to give any specialist a headache. Yet they shed light on 
the pragmatic mental operations that are materialized in 
the process of creative self-learning. It thus follows that 
reasoning by analogy must occupy a preeminent position 
in Cuoghi’s work. According to Emmanuel Sander, the 
author of several works on the function of thinking by 
analogy, the latter likely consists of the use of “knowledge 
on phenomena or situations gained for application to 
other phenomena or situations in order to understand 
or affect them using similarities perceived but without 
being sure whether they are in the same category and 
hence pertinent” [Emmanuel Sander, L’analogie, du naïf 
au créatif: analogie et catégorisation, Paris: L’Harmattan, 
2000, p. III]. The artist uses analogy to invent instruments 
to reproduce certain sounds in the songs that he wants to 
imitate; or uses a 3-D printer to make ceramic sculptures, 
establishing a unweildy parallel between the device’s 
method of plastic concretion and the traditional use of 
clay. Long criticized, this implicit, intuitive method of 
thinking now has the approval of the cognitive sciences, 
which recognize its centrality in the processes of cognitive 
construction and self-expression, and celebrate its role 
in the development of innovations and major scientific 
discoveries. In Cuoghi’s work, the “improvisations” 
and misuses that result from such analogies form the 
foundations of an informal protocol that allows him 
to transgress the accepted rules and to establish a new 
experimental context. The tortuous progress and the finds 
thus generated are related to the aim of “discovery,” to 
“the spirit of adventure.” The artist insists: “When the 
result coincides with the initial idea, then that is death.” 
To avoid such vexation, he has to “do something in an 
excessive way … so as no longer to see things at their 
real distance, [to] lose a sense of proportion and go off 
the road” [conversation with the artist]. 

Next page:
Documentary 
photograph (2016)
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get it right. When I am starting to learn my work is done. 

It is a kind of privilege not to have any specific train-
ing; it’s a method that forces you to imagine everything” 
[interview by Andrea Viliani, in Šuillakku by Roberto 
Cuoghi (blog), October 16, 2009, https://shuillakku.
wordpress.com/2009/10/16/51/ (accessed January 2017)]. 
Several parts of this statement shed light on the art-
ist’s working process and confirm the extent to which 
self-learning forms the backbone of his praxis. Some 
of his emblematic features are seen here: an inherent 
empiricism, the setting up of elementary techniques for 
learning (the act of repetition already mentioned, the 
imitation of existing models, the process of trial and 
error — all operations that remain intentionally percep-
tible in the artist’s resulting works), the rigorous and 
rational nature of the method, and the need to fire the 
imagination and innovate when in unknown territory. 

Autodidacts have long been reproached for the 
“eclecticism” of their knowledge, which would dis-
qualify them in the face of specialists [Pierre Bourdieu, 
La distinction: Critique sociale du jugement, Paris: Les 
Editions de Minuit, 1979, p. 379]. And as a matter of 
fact, the great diversity of subjects addressed by Cuoghi, 
his desire to break with his previous knowledge, the 
appropriation of elements foreign to his culture, their 
heterodox relational placements and misuses, are enough 
to give any specialist a headache. Yet they shed light on 
the pragmatic mental operations that are materialized in 
the process of creative self-learning. It thus follows that 
reasoning by analogy must occupy a preeminent position 
in Cuoghi’s work. According to Emmanuel Sander, the 
author of several works on the function of thinking by 
analogy, the latter likely consists of the use of “knowledge 
on phenomena or situations gained for application to 
other phenomena or situations in order to understand 
or affect them using similarities perceived but without 
being sure whether they are in the same category and 
hence pertinent” [Emmanuel Sander, L’analogie, du naïf 
au créatif: analogie et catégorisation, Paris: L’Harmattan, 
2000, p. III]. The artist uses analogy to invent instruments 
to reproduce certain sounds in the songs that he wants to 
imitate; or uses a 3-D printer to make ceramic sculptures, 
establishing a unweildy parallel between the device’s 
method of plastic concretion and the traditional use of 
clay. Long criticized, this implicit, intuitive method of 
thinking now has the approval of the cognitive sciences, 
which recognize its centrality in the processes of cognitive 
construction and self-expression, and celebrate its role 
in the development of innovations and major scientific 
discoveries. In Cuoghi’s work, the “improvisations” 
and misuses that result from such analogies form the 
foundations of an informal protocol that allows him 
to transgress the accepted rules and to establish a new 
experimental context. The tortuous progress and the finds 
thus generated are related to the aim of “discovery,” to 
“the spirit of adventure.” The artist insists: “When the 
result coincides with the initial idea, then that is death.” 
To avoid such vexation, he has to “do something in an 
excessive way … so as no longer to see things at their 
real distance, [to] lose a sense of proportion and go off 
the road” [conversation with the artist]. 

Next page:
Documentary 
photograph (2016)
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His decision to learn with no master or form of 
instruction is a reflexive choice aimed at calling into 
question the “models” and “norms” that have been 
instituted; by leaving the pathway of uses, traditions 
and conditioned reflexes, he devotes himself to the hope 
of producing a “new standard,” a “change in canons.” 

Appropriation is the second fundamental aspect 
of Cuoghi’s self-learning practice. The use of disparate 
subjects and skills belonging neither to his culture nor 
to his experience is particularly striking, notably in his 

recent works related to Assyrian civilization. In a long 
talk with Andrea Viliani he described in detail the 
Herculean process of making Šuillakku. This involved 
the creation ex nihilo of the Assyrians’ lament (with a 
choir and orchestra) over the destruction of Nineveh, 
their capital. In the interview Cuoghi discussed the 
legitimacy of his use of meager historical, archaeological 
and linguistic remnants to create songs and rituals of a 
past civilization: “The idea of a lament arose due to the 
impossibility of having a reference, and if there ever 

was a mourning chant for the ruins of Nineveh it has 
been lost forever, it was a case of genocide” [interview 
by Andrea Viliani]. Intending to write and perform 
incantations and musical lamentations himself, Cuoghi 
sought rare descriptions of the music of the time. He 
thus used certain portions of Utukkū Lemnūtu, the an-
thology of Akkadian incantations, to ward off evil de-
mons. He composed a melody inspired by his reading of 
microtonal Assyrian music and single-interval melodies 
from the Hebraic area. He reconstructed instruments 
(antelope and ram horns, trumpets, reed flutes, a lyre, 
etc.) seen in bas-reliefs or found in tombs, and he drew 
inspiration from the series of instruments listed in the 
Book of Daniel in the Old Testament. When lacking 
information, he went beyond experimental archaeol-
ogy and invented pronunciations of (dead) Akkadian 
and Sumerian languages, drawing inspiration from 
Hebraic and ancient Arabic conventions. He borrowed 
instruments from other cultures (Ethiopia, Tibet, the 
Far East, etc.) and added some that are either more 
conventional or that he invented (a synthesizer, rattles 
and castanets made from shells or leaves, etc.). Finally, 
for the structure of the theme, he chose to follow the 
psychological stages of death as described in manuals 
for assisting terminal patients. Cuoghi’s freedom and 
impertinence in using and changing other sources or 
references make it possible to refine what is understood 
here by “appropriation.” In this case, these are not the 
practices of copying and quotation that generally char-
acterize strategies of appropriation in contemporary art. 
Cuoghi’s borrowing is closer to the hybridization and 
syncretism seen in globalized cultural practices. In his 
support for a definition of cultural appropriation as an 
individual hermeneutic procedure, the anthropologist 
Arnd Schneider underlines the extent to which the 
fact of “appropriating” (etymologically “making one’s 
own,” derived from the Latin proprius, “individual, 
personal”) foreign cultural elements involves a specific 
process of knowledge and development of oneself that 
conflicts with the usual theoretical representations that 
mark appropriation with the seal of usurpation and 
inauthenticity. Basing his reflection on the thinking 
of the philosopher Paul Ricoeur, he stresses that the 
appropriation of what is foreign to us is a “practice and 
learning experience” whose transformative properties 
imply “the dispossessing of one’s narcissistic ego so 
as to generate not only an affinity with the other but 
a new understanding of oneself” [Arnd Schneider, 
“Sull’appropriazione: Un riesame critico del concetto e 
delle sue applicazioni nelle pratiche artistiche globali,” 
Antropologia 13 (2011), http://www.ledijournals.com/ojs/
index.php/antropologia/article/view/166 (accessed Janu-
ary 2017)]. This transformative dimension affects not 
only the meaning of the cultural elements assimilated 
but is an epistemological procedure that transmutes 
the very ethos of the appropriator. Roberto Cuoghi 
becomes not simply an autodidact and eccentric special-
ist in Mesopotamian culture, as evidenced by his more 
recent sculptures centered on the figure of Pazuzu, the 
demon of ancient Mesopotamia. His megalomaniacal 

and unorthodox efforts to compose and execute, in 
the first person and over a period of several years, the 
swansong of an entire civilization, seems motivated by 
a determination to expose  the threat of oblivion to any 
human enterprise. The remakes of Zulu and Chinese 
songs stem from an intent to “do justice” to “forgotten, 
discredited things … to do something disproportion-
ate and remarkable with them” [conversation with 
the artist]. Here, appropriation is driven by an ethic 
expressed by a mode of assimilation — a long and in-
tense process of searching for historical data — and by 
both moral and physical identification. Like a contem-
porary Zelig, Cuoghi’s identity mutates during each of 
his projects. In fact, autodidacts are not only criticized 
for the eclecticism of their knowledge but also for their 
composite identities [Hélène Bézille, L’autodidacte, entre 
pratiques et représentations sociales, Paris: L’Harmattan, 
2003, chapter 3]. The “dispossession” mentioned by 
Schneider (above) that Paul Ricoeur associates with 
“renouncement,” a “fundamental moment in appro-
priation that distinguishes it from any other form of 
‘taking possession,’” [Paul Ricoeur, Hermeneutics and 
the Human Sciences (Cambridge: Cambridge Univer-
sity Press, 1981), p. 191, quoted by Schneider] is the 
culminant point and an obligatory stage on the road 
to knowledge of others and of oneself. To do justice, 
the artist does not merely quote or borrow but renders 
homage through transformation and excess. Listening 
to the atypical sound compositions, which he takes care 
to play through numerous loudspeakers to spatialize 
the voices and sounds in exhibition venues devoid of 
any visual references, is the culmination of an intense, 
disturbing and unforgettable process of estrangement 
that the artist invites us to experience as well.

(Translated from French by Simon Barnard.)

This text is excerpted from PERLA POLLINA, 
Roberto Cuoghi, 1996–2016, the first complete 
monograph on the artist, edited by Andrea Bellini 

and forthcoming from Hatje Cantz, Munich.

“Roberto Cuoghi: PERLA POLLINA,” 
the first mid-career retrospective of the artist, 

is on view at the Centre d’Art Contemporain, Geneva, 
until April 30. The show will travel to MADRE, Naples 
(May 15–September 11, 2017) and to the Kölnischer 

Kunstverein, Cologne (October 14–December 17, 2017).
Also, Cuoghi will represent Italy at the 

57th Venice Biennale, opening on May 13, 2017.

Charlotte Laubard is an art historian 
and independent curator. She teaches at the 

Haute École d’art et de design (HEAD), Geneva, 
and is the artistic director of the 2017 edition 

of Paris Nuit Blanche.

Previous page:
SS(IIIGr)c (2015)
Photography 
by Alessandra Sofia

All images 
courtesy of the Artist; 
Galerie Chantal Crousel, 
Paris; and Lehmann 
Maupin, New York
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His decision to learn with no master or form of 
instruction is a reflexive choice aimed at calling into 
question the “models” and “norms” that have been 
instituted; by leaving the pathway of uses, traditions 
and conditioned reflexes, he devotes himself to the hope 
of producing a “new standard,” a “change in canons.” 

Appropriation is the second fundamental aspect 
of Cuoghi’s self-learning practice. The use of disparate 
subjects and skills belonging neither to his culture nor 
to his experience is particularly striking, notably in his 

recent works related to Assyrian civilization. In a long 
talk with Andrea Viliani he described in detail the 
Herculean process of making Šuillakku. This involved 
the creation ex nihilo of the Assyrians’ lament (with a 
choir and orchestra) over the destruction of Nineveh, 
their capital. In the interview Cuoghi discussed the 
legitimacy of his use of meager historical, archaeological 
and linguistic remnants to create songs and rituals of a 
past civilization: “The idea of a lament arose due to the 
impossibility of having a reference, and if there ever 

was a mourning chant for the ruins of Nineveh it has 
been lost forever, it was a case of genocide” [interview 
by Andrea Viliani]. Intending to write and perform 
incantations and musical lamentations himself, Cuoghi 
sought rare descriptions of the music of the time. He 
thus used certain portions of Utukkū Lemnūtu, the an-
thology of Akkadian incantations, to ward off evil de-
mons. He composed a melody inspired by his reading of 
microtonal Assyrian music and single-interval melodies 
from the Hebraic area. He reconstructed instruments 
(antelope and ram horns, trumpets, reed flutes, a lyre, 
etc.) seen in bas-reliefs or found in tombs, and he drew 
inspiration from the series of instruments listed in the 
Book of Daniel in the Old Testament. When lacking 
information, he went beyond experimental archaeol-
ogy and invented pronunciations of (dead) Akkadian 
and Sumerian languages, drawing inspiration from 
Hebraic and ancient Arabic conventions. He borrowed 
instruments from other cultures (Ethiopia, Tibet, the 
Far East, etc.) and added some that are either more 
conventional or that he invented (a synthesizer, rattles 
and castanets made from shells or leaves, etc.). Finally, 
for the structure of the theme, he chose to follow the 
psychological stages of death as described in manuals 
for assisting terminal patients. Cuoghi’s freedom and 
impertinence in using and changing other sources or 
references make it possible to refine what is understood 
here by “appropriation.” In this case, these are not the 
practices of copying and quotation that generally char-
acterize strategies of appropriation in contemporary art. 
Cuoghi’s borrowing is closer to the hybridization and 
syncretism seen in globalized cultural practices. In his 
support for a definition of cultural appropriation as an 
individual hermeneutic procedure, the anthropologist 
Arnd Schneider underlines the extent to which the 
fact of “appropriating” (etymologically “making one’s 
own,” derived from the Latin proprius, “individual, 
personal”) foreign cultural elements involves a specific 
process of knowledge and development of oneself that 
conflicts with the usual theoretical representations that 
mark appropriation with the seal of usurpation and 
inauthenticity. Basing his reflection on the thinking 
of the philosopher Paul Ricoeur, he stresses that the 
appropriation of what is foreign to us is a “practice and 
learning experience” whose transformative properties 
imply “the dispossessing of one’s narcissistic ego so 
as to generate not only an affinity with the other but 
a new understanding of oneself” [Arnd Schneider, 
“Sull’appropriazione: Un riesame critico del concetto e 
delle sue applicazioni nelle pratiche artistiche globali,” 
Antropologia 13 (2011), http://www.ledijournals.com/ojs/
index.php/antropologia/article/view/166 (accessed Janu-
ary 2017)]. This transformative dimension affects not 
only the meaning of the cultural elements assimilated 
but is an epistemological procedure that transmutes 
the very ethos of the appropriator. Roberto Cuoghi 
becomes not simply an autodidact and eccentric special-
ist in Mesopotamian culture, as evidenced by his more 
recent sculptures centered on the figure of Pazuzu, the 
demon of ancient Mesopotamia. His megalomaniacal 

and unorthodox efforts to compose and execute, in 
the first person and over a period of several years, the 
swansong of an entire civilization, seems motivated by 
a determination to expose  the threat of oblivion to any 
human enterprise. The remakes of Zulu and Chinese 
songs stem from an intent to “do justice” to “forgotten, 
discredited things … to do something disproportion-
ate and remarkable with them” [conversation with 
the artist]. Here, appropriation is driven by an ethic 
expressed by a mode of assimilation — a long and in-
tense process of searching for historical data — and by 
both moral and physical identification. Like a contem-
porary Zelig, Cuoghi’s identity mutates during each of 
his projects. In fact, autodidacts are not only criticized 
for the eclecticism of their knowledge but also for their 
composite identities [Hélène Bézille, L’autodidacte, entre 
pratiques et représentations sociales, Paris: L’Harmattan, 
2003, chapter 3]. The “dispossession” mentioned by 
Schneider (above) that Paul Ricoeur associates with 
“renouncement,” a “fundamental moment in appro-
priation that distinguishes it from any other form of 
‘taking possession,’” [Paul Ricoeur, Hermeneutics and 
the Human Sciences (Cambridge: Cambridge Univer-
sity Press, 1981), p. 191, quoted by Schneider] is the 
culminant point and an obligatory stage on the road 
to knowledge of others and of oneself. To do justice, 
the artist does not merely quote or borrow but renders 
homage through transformation and excess. Listening 
to the atypical sound compositions, which he takes care 
to play through numerous loudspeakers to spatialize 
the voices and sounds in exhibition venues devoid of 
any visual references, is the culmination of an intense, 
disturbing and unforgettable process of estrangement 
that the artist invites us to experience as well.

(Translated from French by Simon Barnard.)

This text is excerpted from PERLA POLLINA, 
Roberto Cuoghi, 1996–2016, the first complete 
monograph on the artist, edited by Andrea Bellini 

and forthcoming from Hatje Cantz, Munich.

“Roberto Cuoghi: PERLA POLLINA,” 
the first mid-career retrospective of the artist, 

is on view at the Centre d’Art Contemporain, Geneva, 
until April 30. The show will travel to MADRE, Naples 
(May 15–September 11, 2017) and to the Kölnischer 

Kunstverein, Cologne (October 14–December 17, 2017).
Also, Cuoghi will represent Italy at the 

57th Venice Biennale, opening on May 13, 2017.

Charlotte Laubard is an art historian 
and independent curator. She teaches at the 

Haute École d’art et de design (HEAD), Geneva, 
and is the artistic director of the 2017 edition 

of Paris Nuit Blanche.
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Maupin, New York
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http://www.arterritory.com/en/lifestyle/culture_traveler/5734-art_roads_lead_to_athens/

Art roads lead to Athens 
Una Meistere
05/07/2016 

Roberto Cuoghi. Putiferio. DESTE Project Space Slaughterhouse, 2016 Hydra island. 
Photo: Ainārs Ērglis

Invasion of crabs
A similar story about destruction and the inevitable disintegration of everything can be found in the 
Putiferio exhibition by Italian artist Roberto Cuoghi, which opened with a full-moon performance at 
DESTE’s Slaughterhouse art space on the island of Hydra.
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In the summer heat just before Midsummer, Cuoghi turned the area around the former slaughterhouse into 
a surreal kiln, with ceramic ovens of various forms and sizes smoking all around. The process brought 
to mind a unique sacrificial ceremony, with the audience also playing a part in the ritual that balanced on 
the fragile border between the divine and diabolical. In Latin, putiferio can also mean “chaos” or a “small 
hell”. When Cuoghi arrived on Hydra in January of this year in order to develop the idea for the exhi-
bition, the former slaughterhouse building was full of wasps’ nests. He felt unwelcome, unwanted and 
unnecessary amidst the assault of wasps, and thus he got the idea for a symbolic invasion of crabs. The 
kilns, fuelled with firewood, garbage and all other manner of flammable materials, “birthed” the crabs 
with unflagging intensity throughout the evening. The ceramic creatures in various forms and colours 
then “invaded” and occupied the space inside the former slaughterhouse, forming all sorts of associations 
– from current geopolitical issues to the goblins in our subconscious minds. With the full moon gleaming 
above the Aegean Sea, the air was heated by both nature and Cuoghi’s kilns, while the artist and two 
assistants in brightly-coloured gloves bustled about like unearthly alchemists.

Roberto Cuoghi. Photo: Una Meistere
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In response to the comment “What a crazy project”, Cuoghi (long lost in the trance of artistic creation, a 
water bottle in one hand and a fire poker in the other) just said, “I’m a crazy person, too.”

Roberto Cuoghi. Putiferio. DESTE Project Space Slaughterhouse, 2016 Hydra island. 
Photo: Una Meistere 

Cuoghi is also represented in Joannou’s art collection and is one of the collector’s favourite artists. Last 
year the artist curated the Ametria exhibition at the Benaki Museum, which was organised in collabora-
tion with the DESTE foundation. The idea of continuous transformation and changes is one of the main 
themes in Cuoghi’s art. One particular performance of his has already become a thing of legend – in it, 
the artist outpaced time and portrayed his own father. He began the performance in 1998, at the age of 25, 
and continued it for several years. During that time, Cuoghi gained weight, grew a long beard, and began 
dressing and behaving like his father, thereby almost physically knocking down the border between 
reality and fiction. True, this project cost the artist quite dearly – when, after his father’s death, Cuoghi 
wished to return to his natural role in life and time, the process ended up being painful and slow and even 
required surgical intervention. But even the surgery was later transformed into art.
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Roberto Cuoghi. Putiferio. DESTE Project Space Slaughterhouse, 2016 Hydra island. 
Photo: Ainārs Ērglis

Cuoghi’s Putiferio project, for its part, continues a tradition established by DESTE in 2009, namely, each 
year devoting the former slaughterhouse to a single artist or artists’ group as a home to a work of art 
created specifically for the space. Previous artists have included Urs Fischer, Matthew Barney, Maurizio 
Cattelan, Doug Aitken, Pawel Althamer and Paul Chan.

Hydra, located a mere 1.5-hour ferry ride from Athens, is considered one of the country’s most romantic 
islands and has long been a favourite relaxation spot for Greece’s aristocracy. Its popularity only grew 
in the 1950s, when Boy on a Dolphin (1957), with Sophia Loren in the leading role, was filmed there. It 
was the first film in which Loren spoke English and also the first Hollywood film to be filmed in Greece.
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Roberto Cuoghi. Putiferio. DESTE Project Space Slaughterhouse, 2016 Hydra island. 
Photo: Una Meistere 
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Roberto Cuoghi. Putiferio. DESTE Project Space Slaughterhouse, 2016 Hydra island. 
Photo: Una Meistere 

A trip to Hydra is like travelling back in time. There are no automobiles on the island, nor are there any 
bicycles, due to the steep and cobbled roads. The only forms of transportation here are walking, riding a 
donkey (there are over 500 of the animals on the island) or water taxi. But it usually only takes visitors 
a very short while to adjust to the much slower and calmer rhythm of life. Because the island’s histori-
cal heritage is carefully preserved, there are also no new, modern buildings on Hydra, and life mostly 
centres around the marble-paved port and the quaint nearby streets. Most of the houses are not numbered, 
because there’s simply no need for it. There’s also no need for a map, because it’s almost impossible to 
get lost in Hydra town – everyone here knows each other, and visitors feel like they’ve arrived into a 
large Greek family. When Joannou’s yacht, the Guilty (which is painted with camouflage by Jeff Koons), 
arrives in Hydra’s small harbour, it marks the symbolic beginning of summer and the culture season. 
Glamorous international guests as well as locals and tourists to the island are all welcome at exhibition 
openings at the DESTE Project Space Slaughterhouse, giving the events a truly diverse feel.
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«PUTIFERIO» by Roberto Cuoghi
(© Photo: Fanis Vlastaras & Rebecca Constantopoulou)

“Putiferio” at the DESTE Foundation’s Project Space in the former Slaughterhouse on the island of 
Hydra is a major exhibition by Italian artist Roberto Cuoghi who works in painting, drawing, digital 
animation, and sound to explore issues surrounding transformation, identity, death, memory, and time – 
what he describes as facing “complex ideas iconographically”

Continuing Cuoghi’s ongoing engagement with the concepts of metamorphosis, “Putiferio” is an 
investigation into the potential of transforming familiar materials into chaotic and disturbing assemblages. 
Using a diverse range of materials such as clay, wood, newspaper, and invented mashes, Cuoghi explores 
the characteristics and properties of materials.

With a title that in Latin means “to bring the stink,” but can also “signify chaos or a small taste of hell,” 
according to DESTE, “Putiferio” was inaugurated with an opening night performance that involved 
the transformation of the area surrounding the Slaughterhouse into a site-specific camp where Cuoghi 
experimented with archaic ceramic firing techniques. 

During the performance, Cuoghi produced about 100 crabs in different colors and patterns, mostly 
using refractory clay, but also in porcelain and cast iron. The crabs were then installed throughout the 
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Slaughterhouse, creating a dramatic and theatrical environment reminiscent of some sort of crab invasion 
scene from a post-apocalyptic horror film.

The firings took place in two different types of kilns, both created by Cuoghi. Paper kilns were used to 
fire the bisqued pieces while a five-chamber kiln was used to fire pieces that had been coloured using two 
three-day fermented, smelly brews made to the artist’s own personal recipes using yeast, milk proteins, 
sugar, and flour. Other pieces were coloured using a reduction process. 

Born in Milan in 1972, Cuoghi is best known for his extreme seven-year performative experiment, which 
took place between 1997 and 2005, when he literally transformed himself from a pierced punk artist 
in his mid-twenties to a man in his sixties like his father, gaining weight, dyeing his hair, adopting his 
father’s mannerisms, and dressing in his father’s clothes.

Candidates from the deep water

Clashed with wasps they came to slaughter

Pinching here, biting there,

Oh my fellows please beware!

Smoke and flames, stink and froth,

Splashing in a sulfurous broth

Fished out at the seaside

Unarmed, more dead than alive

The candidates in the eventide

Took your logic for a ride

“PUTIFERIO: A Project by Roberto Cuoghi” runs through September 30 at DESTE Project Space 
Slaughterhouse in Hydra.
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 The second part of DESTE’s summer show consisted of an opening performance at the Slaughterhouse 
on Hydra titled Putiferio (which in Latin means ‘bring the stink’, ‘chaos’, or ‘a small taste of hell’), for 
which Roberto Cuoghi fired clay and metal crabs to fill DESTE’s project space (a former slaughterhouse) 
in kilns built outside and above it, apparently modelled after various cultures (and constructed by 
following YouTube videos). The result is a mesmerising installation (on show to 30 September 2016) 
that is bound to context, in that it was the island that inspired Cuoghi to produce such an intervention, not 
to mention the long tradition of kiln-work in the region itself. The opening performance was also staged 
purposefully on the first night in 50 years that the summer solstice coincided with a full moon, and the 
day the sun entered Cancer: June 20; a Strawberry Moon that the inauguration of Putiferio marked with 
a feast of village pies and grilled meat.
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The pastoral undertones of Cuoghi’s Slaughterhouse offering were echoed throughout the Greek summer 
season, from the project space Dio Horia on Mykonos, where a group exhibition curated by Rallou 
Panagiotou was coupled with solo exhibitions of paintings by Panos Papadopoulos and Cacao Rocks, 
to the beautiful solo show at the Cultural Foundation of Tinos of work by Vlassis Caniaris, sensitively 
curated by Christopher Marinos.

My trip ended in the mountains, with another pastoral performance at the Temenos, an outdoor screening 
located in a field near the Arcadian village of Lyssareia. This is where, since 2004, filmmaker Robert 
Beavers has been showing Eniaios, the final work of Greek-American avant-garde filmmaker and co-
founder of the ‘New American Cinema Movement’ Gregory Markopoulos. Eniaios is an 80-hour silent 
16mm film broken into 22 cycles and was conceived between 1948 and 1990. As the story goes, Beaver 
and Markopoulos came to Arcadia in 1980s, after leaving the US for Europe in 1967, during which 
Markopoulos worked on Eniaios, and where he insisted it be shown. The move out of the US was a 
considered reaction: Markopoulos was abandoning the experimental film scene, even removing his work 
from distribution. (He also requested a chapter on his work be removed from the 1979 edition of P. 
Adams Sitney’s publication on American cinema, Visionary Film.). The showing this year marked the 
fourth cycle of Eniaios, which translates to both ‘unity’ and ‘uniqueness’ during which visitors would sit 
under the Arcadian sky from 10pm to 1am watching a flickering Morse code of film edits. 
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When I’ve asked people in the past who have been to Temenos what it’s like—which is the majority of 
the Greek art scene at one point in their lives, it seems—they almost always say: ‘it’s amazing’, their 
voice trailing off as far as their gaze. With experience, as Markopoulos seemed to have intended it, I 
understand why. The point of Eniaios is being there over the three days in order to roam Arcadia by day, 
and experience the flickering screen of Eniaios by night. It is an opportunity to see through the eyes of 
the man who wanted us all to be there in a region defined by the mountains, rivers, and coastline that 
delineate it—the realm of Pan, the temple of Apollo Epicurius and the river Neda, but also a central 
site in the resistance against Turkish occupation, and where Markopoulos staged his own rebellion. The 
beauty of this decision becomes clear when one enters the landscape: Arcadia, a place as evocative—
and universal—as Cavafy’s Ithaka. An ideal like the classical image of Greece as symbolised by the 
Parthenon, appropriated as it was in recent times to represent the core values of western civilisation, 
or even the dystopian afterimage the country has since offered when it comes to the deeper malaise 
currently afflicting the European Union.
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Visting Temenos was a fitting way to leave Greece. Days earlier, I’d read a Guardian article damning the 
Stavros Niarchos Cultural Center for its grandeur, questioning whether or not the state would be able to 
support such a thing (even though the foundation clearly stated in a recent press conference that it would 
be on hand in assisting the state in supporting the centre until it could run on its own). You might say 
that the text—as valid as its points are—discounts the fact that there are real efforts being made in how 
things move forward from here, despite the way in which crisis has come to effect society at every level, 
and even if these efforts are seemingly minimal. (The continuation of a visionary filmmakers’ modus 
operandi, for instance, or the launch of a cultural centre like the SNCC, conceived pre-crisis, in the boom 
times, for better or for worse.)

Indeed, just as the experience of Temenos is not complete without hearing the sound of the projector wind 
down, seeing the screen go black, feeling the bite of the mosquitos at your ankles, and hearing Robert 
Beavers shout ‘reel change’ through the darkness, so the experience of Greece is not had without hope, 
or formal conviction, to balance things out. No matter how bad the odds, no matter how bleak the future. 
—[O]
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CultureZohn: The Deste Foundation: As Greece Struggles, 
The Private Sector Steps Up

 06/23/2016 06:30 pm

The sun is just setting over the hot and scrubby island of Hydra and a sorcerer with a scarf and a helmet 
to protect him from the intense flames of a giant handmade kiln readies a giant pair of tongs to retrieve a 
fiery clay crustacean with the help of one of his two assistants with a golden apron (the women are both 
self-described as “girlfriends”) to sprinkle it with clay dust in the ancient Japanese style and then bathe 
it in a giant cauldron of water. The process goes on for hours as the many kilns and fires form a kind of 
sacrifice to the Gods, on this, the eve of the summer solstice.
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Coughi after the performance

It is the annual retreat of the Deste Foundation (“to see”), founded by Greek-Cypriot industrial magnate 
Dakis Joannou, who himself modestly attired in a beige shirt stuck to his body in the intense heat, joins 
the international art-crowd arrayed above artist-sorcerer Italian Roberto Coughi—one of his favored 
artists— munching on cheese pies, corn on the cob, smoothies, and souvlaki. Despite the heat however 
and the saturation with art world eventing (Art Basel, Christo, Zurich, the annual June pilgrimages), all 
are transfixed by the smoke and fire pouring out of the kilns in the exhibit entitled Putiferio.

Double Double Toil and trouble fire burn and cauldron bubble is what comes to mind, the Shakespearean 
witches chant.

I am always on guard for pretention and artifice in the contemporary art world, the one upsmanship that 
so infects many of the events that now swirl around the once staid discipline. As with the Christo I am 
nervous that I am participant in something superfluous to the migrant and economic crises at hand.

Yet as the clay crabs and lobsters pile up, and the artist and his two partners work intensely the perfor-
mance instead becomes very real and authentic, even charming, the friendly creatures snug in their dirt 
beds in afterbirth.
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Crustaceans in Slaughterhouse

In the ancient Slaughterhouse—the Deste site annually repurposed by each invited artist— down the 
craggy hill, the crustaceans creep, crawl, hang and attach themselves to walls and objects like a pre-
school full of wayward toddlers failing at conflict resolution more than a cadre of crabs off to their death. 
Yet on the roof of a cement hut below is what Coughi is calling the Crab Cemetery.

Crab Cemetery
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Early the following morning Cuoghi, Duchamp-ian, and his assistants/amours are cleaning up and repai-
ring the broken objects. In the light of day, they are less sorcerers and witches than tired artists who have 
committed to a physical, performative practice which has endeared me to them.

Coughi, the morning after

The questions about the role of artists vis a vis the role of the .001% does haunt me. Just as in the US, it 
is often private wealth that sustains many artists. What benefit these wealthy citizens derive in the com-
petition for recognition for something other than their business acumen is different for each.

Joannou, a serious collector who impresses me as entirely authentic, has in his own way tried to bridge 
the gap. Passionate about art in a very sincere way, he has historically supported emerging—and blue 
chip artists— all over the world in their quest to make their art. That he also has an enormous Jeff Koons 
designed boat (called Guilty) that sits in the Hydra harbor is the flip side of his populist magnanimity. But 
I see that Joannou inspires both ingenues and veterans.

Maurizio Catalan, who has joined the retreat, says, “I believe that to get in touch with Dakis it’s a mi-
lestone in an artist’s life; he’s a sharp-witted person and really open minded, and at the same time very 
straightforward, he won’t say he likes what he doesn’t.”
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Joannou boat Guilty designed by Jeff Koons

Yet his flourish and show are probably not that different from the highly decorated war heroes whose 
display of arms, trophy medallions and sumptuous costume at the local history museum testify to Hydra’s 
long standing home as a preserve of wealth and bounty from its role in the ancient lucrative shipping 
trade. Even further back, Bard professor Daniel Mendelsohn says,” the great aristocratic families of an 
earlier era in the city’s history continued to hold and to covet power... Pericles, for instance, belonged 
to a family that might well be compared to the Vanderbilts or the Rockefellers of a later age”. Greece is 
now home to many foundations that contribute to contemporary art and artists in a meaningful way and 
Joannou is leading the pack.
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Donkey parade at the port of Hydra

In counterpoint to the pyrotechnics on the island, 33 young Greek artists have been meticulously selec-
ted by curators Gary Carrion-Murayari, Helga Christofferson and Massimiliano Gioni from the New 
Museum in New York in a collaborative art project, The Equilibrists, with support from the Deste at the 
newer branch of the Benaki. From over 500 submissions and 100 studio visits, they have culled these 
native artists who—though not all living in Greece— have faced down the economic challenges which 
are particularly piercing in this country which is falling off a fiscal cliff.

Installation view, Deste Foundation/New Museum/Benaki Museum, The Equilibrists
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The artists in turn have marshaled resources, supporting each other on video productions, engaging with 
start up galleries, forming collectives, eager to not be marginalized by the perilous straits they find them-
selves in. A National Museum of Contemporary Art still has an iron construction fence around though it 
was supposedly finished more than two years ago.

Though there is pathos, despite the challenges, there is also humor aplenty in the Deste/Benaki/New 
Museum exhibition. Especially engaging are the ersatz tent cities of Yannis Karpouzis, the Jetsons-like 
video attempts of Orestis Mavroudis to fly, the meticulous updating of the traditional art of Greek embroi-
dery by Zoi Gaitanidou, the unstretched canvases of Sofia Stevi, the accumulations of a life by Giorgos 
Gerontides and the printed feminist t-shirts by Eleni Bagaki (entitled with singular precision, Tears made 
his dick hard/He made me drink from the floor/For his birthday I fucked somebody else/In my bedroom 
it must be hard to be you)

Installation view, Deste Foundation/New Museum/Benaki Museum, The Equilibrists

Lisa Phillips, director of the New Museum whose previous collaboration with Dakis Joannou came under 
scrutiny because of his seat on her board (this exhibition will not travel to New York), says, “Athens 
could be the new Berlin,” e.g affordable, congenial to artists in the face of the distinctly harsh economic 
and political challenges. Curator Christofferson reminds me that I shouldn’t “romanticize what’s going 
on with the artists, that this self-organization and solidarity comes out of need.” A bit of hopeful news is 
that a site of the art exhibition Documenta 14 will take place in Athens next year. That women curators, 
gallerists and artists have an important role in the exhibition is another hopeful sign.
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Female mask, 1st century AD

A one-day kamikaze visit to the historic Athens museums reminds of the ancient tradition of portrayals 
of strong women throughout Greek mythology. At the Acropolis Museum, there is an “Athena” path one 
can follow as she battles alongside her serpent, the Korai (maidens) who serve and Caryatids supporting 
the pediments on their heads have pride of place; at the Anthropological Museum the vast holdings are 
overwhelming but I make my way through the centuries of gold and marble, passing alas, in a somewhat 
forlorn corner, after all the brouhaha over its return to the Greek patrimony, the vase of American collec-
tor Shelby White. One mini sculpture from the storage vaults looks remarkably like Fischli/Weiss.

Ancient Fischli/Weiss

At the Benaki Museum (original branch), the women’s costumes are highly embroidered and layered 
and the jewelry at every stage of Greek history is modern and magnificent. Even at the Hydra historical 
museum, the polychrome heads of women are prominently displayed amidst the male, military splendor.
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Terracotta sphinx, 630 BC

Bastienne Schmidt, a German /Greek artist who lives in New York says, “Women were put on a pedestal 
but not part of the official public life, they were constrained to the house. I think Greek women are very 
strong, and they run the villages. But still, men go to the kafenion,(and hang out and have coffee and 
chat) and the women must stay at home.” Certainly female Greek artists are not succumbing to ancient 
tradition.
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Cycladic Museum

At the Cycladic museum, after seeing more extraordinary sculptures of women, I pause at a sidebar to 
his own exhibit Ai Wei Wei has curated to bring attention to the refugee crisis on Lesbos with a display 
of the work mostly amateur photographers who have documented the thousands of families risking the 
perilous journey to safety and freedom. Ai has also made a wallpaper of selfies with the refugees as his 
contribution. Artists themselves are not exempt from my antennae.
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Changing of the Guard at the Parliament building

At the changing of the guard at the Parliament where soldiers wear their wool leggings and pom-pom-
med shoes and fesi hats even in the crushing heat, their long swords raised high in salute, I am remin-
ded that the Greek government also has understood that they can rely on their antiquities for only so 
long and must embrace the new.

Dakis Joannou is not thus attired. But in a way, I feel he is a major general proudly sending forth young 
artist-warriors into the world—Hydrated via the Deste Foundation— so they don’t end up in an artists’ 
version of the crab cemetery.
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Stavros Niarchos Foundation and Park designed by Renzo Piano and Deborah Nevins

(At the last minute, I was able to tour the new massive Renzo Piano project for the Stavros Niarchos 
Foundation Cultural Center scheduled to open officially in about a year, including the National Library, 
the National Opera on land donated by government from former Olympic site. Another private project 
which is being gifted to the state is temporarily opening its graceful mediterranean park by American 
landscape designer Deborah Nevins for a public—impatient to partake of this bounty— for four days. 
Inevitably, and not without some local controversy, culture has taken pride of place. In time, I’ll have 
updated information)

Both The Equilibrists and Putiferio will be on display throughout the summer
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Seungduk Kim. «Art génétiquement modifié. Roberto Cuoghi à l’oeuvre.», L’Officiel Art, n°17, March-April-
May 2016, pp.136-143.
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Seungduk Kim. «Art génétiquement modifié. Roberto Cuoghi à l’oeuvre.», L’Officiel Art, n°17, March-April-
May 2016, pp.136-143.
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«Roberto Cuoghi», Icon Design, n°3, March, 2016, p.219.

COLUMN 

lRTIST'S 
fHINGS 
GETTI Dl OGNI NATURA. TRADITI, FEDELI, 
TICATI, INNOCENT!, NECESSARI O PERSI PER 
RE. OGNI MESE SCELTI DA UN ARTISTA PER 
1NTARE FRAMMENTI E RIFLESSI DEL PROPRIO 
AVORO, L'ARTE ATTRAVERSO LE COSE. 

FRANCESCO GARUTTI 
Curatore d'arte contemporanea e docente 
pressa l'Università di Genova. È stato Art 
Editor di Abitore ed Emerging Curator per 
il CCA di Montréal. Tra i suoi libri recenti, 
Fair/and (2014) e Can Design be Devious? 

(2015). Sta lavorando alla prossima mostra 
del duo di artisti De Gruyter & Thys per la 

Triennale di Milano. 
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Roberto Cuoghi è uno dei più interessanti ed enigmatici 
arlisti italiani contemporanei. Nasce a Modena nel 1973, 
poi Milano, Brera, le prime Biennali e oggi le pcrsonali nei 
musei decisivi: New Museum a NY, Hammer a Los Angeles 
e moiti altri. Il suo lavoro muove dall'idca che l'opera sia 
una rivelazione e che, corne tale, sia inattesa e non-imma
ginabile: l'esito notturno di una spedizione. Dai primi ten
tativi autoindotli di alterazione della percezione - disegni' 
realizzali dopo aver osservato per giorni il monda ribaltalo 
allraverso antichi prismi - agli esperimenti di mutazione 
corporca: unghie lunghissime quasi a non riuscire a toccare 
nulla; aulorilratti infinili dove non riconoscersi mai; prove 
d'invecchiamenlo artificiale; medicine corne materiali per 
trasformarsi in un uomo di sessant'anni. Il tempo non è 
un principio carlesiano per un autore corne Cuoghi che, 
nel suo lavoro sonoro Suillakku (2008), traduce e impasta 
corne pittura i suoni antichi delle genti Assire, e che qui, 
per Artist's Tlû11gs, riscopre tre oggetti perduti negli anni, 
per raccontare una sloria di diserzione e sparizione. (FG) 

Keywords 
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01 UN TIMBRO FALSIFICATO. 
ALTERAZIONE DEL SÉ. 
«Gli altri bambini facevano esplodere 

il ventre dei ragni con una lente d'ingrandi
mento, si mettevano formiche sulla lingua e 
le mandavano giù per superare la prova che si 
erano inventati. Qualcuno di loro avrebbe poi 
infilato raudi nelle orecchie di un gatte nero 
che si chiamava Cesare. lo ero un bambine 
giainista, un santo in terra, un originale col 
suc carattere, uno da non frequentare e poi, 
infine, una boccia persa, da tenere in soffitta 
e buttar via la chiave. Nel 1991, al distret-
to militare scrissero "turbe psichiche", mi 
chiesero di disegnare un albero ramificato: "di 
fronte o di profile?" e fui spedito all'ospedale 
militare. L'anno dope scappai dalla caserma 
di Bologna, cioè chiesi alla guardia di aprirmi 
il cancello e presi il primo treno per Modena. 

oi 0 

COLUMN 

L'esercito aveva perse un uomo. "Non era pri
gioniero, ma neanche autorizzato, difatti non 
era mai successo", mi disse il colonnello Sa
botino. Un giorno si presentarono i carabinieri 
a casa e io non c'ero. Ero a Milano e vicino 
al Palazzo di Giustizia c'era un timbrificio, mi 
presentai con il nominative di una cardiologa, 
partita iva, indirizzo, numero di telefono e in 
due giorni avevo anche il ricettario». 

02 UN DOCUMENTO MILITARE. 
DISERZIONE E TRASFORMAZIONE. 
«Mano sui cuore, l'esercito mi chiese di 

tornare a Bologna per confessare: "non sono 
orfano di entrambi i genitori e non ho insuffi
cienze somatico-funzionali, non svolgo attivi
tà di volontariato, non ho niente da obiettare. 
Mi piacciono le divise, le armi e la guerra, poi 
non credo in Dio e non appartengo a nessun 
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gruppo di opposizione". L'ufficio di leva mi 
chiedeva un motive per la mia renitenza e 
io non l'avevo, esattamente corne loro non 
avevano motivi di chiedere la mia ottempe
ranza. Ero portato per le discipline basate su 
esperienze astratte, non avrei saputo aspetta
re il mio turne per strisciare sotte gli ostacoli. 
Passai all'attenzione dell'arma dei Carabinieri. 
ln attesa di un processo, non avrei più avuto 
diritto di espatrio, non avrei più avuto un pas
saporto e rischiavo il carcere per disertori, l'u
nico a disposizione, a Bari. Mi assegnarono un 
assistente sociale che non si è mai presentato; 
dovevo essere rintracciabile entre ventiquat
tro ore. Comprai una segreteria del telefono. 
Con le mie ricette, gli psicoanalettici costa
vano poco più di diecimila lire, mentre ai fuori 
corso in Statale, ai regolari e ai figli di papà 
costavano dieci volte di più e la mia segreteria 
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lampeggiava corne quel la di un ricercato. Nel 
2001 arrivà il congedo e l'esonero dal servizio 
civile; rinnovai i documenti, anche perché nel 
frattempo ero invecchiato più del colonnello 
Sabotino. L'esonero è a firma Guido Bertolaso, 
lo scopro adesso perché è per quest'occasio
ne che ho chiesto a mia madre di spedirmi le 
carte, che vedo ora per la prima volta». 

03 UNA LETTERA MAI SCRITTA. 
«Tra i benefici di ritardo per motivi di 

studio e qualche raccomandata di convoca
zione alla stazione dei Carabinieri, c'è la copia 
di una lettera che ho spedito alla caserma, ma 
che non ho mai scritto. È uno pseudo-epigrafo 
di mia madre, la quale ha prodotto una mia 
dichiarazione e, senza troppo mestiere, ha 
falsificato la firma. Un reato che scopro dopo 
diciannove anni». 
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Roberta Smith. «Sounds of  All but Silence. Aural Installations Take Over New Museum»», The New York Times, 
May 22, 2014.

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/23/arts/design/aural-installations-take-over-new-museum.html?_r=2

Sounds of All but Silence
Aural Installations Take Over New Museum

ROBERTA SMITH  MAY 22, 2014

The New Museum is alive with the sound of music, as well as talking, chanting, spitting, electronic 
tics and sputters and, occasionally, the tinkling of 47 small bronze bells. Its six current exhibitions all 
involve sound. One is almost nothing but sound. This loose, fluctuating connection illuminates some of 
the many roles sound plays in contemporary art while allowing the shows to, well, amplify one another 
in unexpected ways. It also mitigates the museum’s dark, awkwardly proportioned galleries.

Few confluences of shows in this building have worked together so well. Overseen by Massimiliano 
Gioni, the museum’s director of exhibitions, the shows reflect the efforts of the bulk of its curatorial 
staff: Gary Carrion-Murayari, Margot Norton, Johanna Burton and Helga Christoffersen.

Roberto Cuoghi’s sound installation on the third floor travels deep into history. Far from the familial 
intimacy and familiar musicality of Mr. Kjartansson’s, it is nonetheless personal and aurally encompas-
sing, and also something of an immersive brain teaser. You walk through a narrow hallway into a round, 
nearly pitch-black chamber and an amazing vortex of irresistible, emotionally charged if not slightly 
hair-raising noise and music: Fragments of melodies mix with various drums, bells and pipes, mournful 
cries, anxious squeaks, and gibberish, as well as rattles and gongs. The sounds swirl about the cave-
like space. You’re in the middle of a mad corral of people, creatures and spirits. Perhaps because Mr. 
Cuoghi is Italian, you may liken the experience to watching a Fellini movie blindfolded, but a Disney 
animation run amok seems equally pertinent.

The wall text — best read after going through the piece — explains everything, which turns out to be 
completely in keeping with Mr. Cuoghi’s strange, obsessive sensibility. Starting in 1998, in his mid-20s, 
he spent several years becoming his father — that is, dressing and maintaining the sedentary lifestyle of 
a much older man — and succeeded enough to develop geriatric health problems.

The “Suillakku Corral” involves a similarly idiosyncratic pursuit and surrender. It is a choral lament for 
the fall of Nineveh, the ancient Assyrian capital — or as close as Mr. Cuoghi could come to what might 
have been performed in Assyria around 612 B.C. To achieve this effect, he spent several years resear-
ching Assyrian culture and language, creating authentic handmade musical instruments, writing music 
and filling in whatever gaps arose with his own imagination. (The wall label lists 73 instruments, from 
the esoteric — tanbur and santoor — to a badminton racket and a twig brush that simply filled a need.)
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Roberta Smith. «Sounds of  All but Silence. Aural Installations Take Over New Museum»», The New York Times, 
May 22, 2014.

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/05/23/arts/design/aural-installations-take-over-new-museum.html?_r=2

A short view of Mr. Cuoghi’s sound installation. 
By Byron Smith on Publish Date May 22, 2014.

Mr. Cuoghi then played and sang all the parts of his corral — or chorale — and assembled the recor-
dings into an ensemble performance. Instead of becoming his father, he became an archaeologist, 
anthropologist, musicologist, instrument maker, multitalented musician and, finally, sound engineer. 
“Suillakku Corral” is among the best works of contemporary art currently on view in a New York 
museum.
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«Roberto Cuoghi: Šuillakku Corral», New Museum, April, 2014.
http://www.newmuseum.org/exhibitions/view/roberto-cuoghi

Cover Image: Roberto Cuoghi, Šuillakku – corral version, 2008–14. Sound installation. 
Courtesy the artist and Massimo De Carlo, Milan/London

ROBERTO CUOGHI: ŠUILLAKKU CORRAL

04/30/14 - 06/29/14

For his exhibition in the Third Floor galleries of the New Museum, Cuoghi presents Šuillakku – corral 
version (2014), an ambitious sound piece in the form of an imagined ancient Assyrian lament from 612 
BC performed on a collection of handmade instruments carefully researched, built, and played by the 
artist himself.

In May, the New Museum will present the first solo museum presentation in New York of the work of 
Roberto Cuoghi. Through an array of unconventional media, Cuoghi’s projects explore ideas of meta-
morphosis, hybridity, and violence. In the past, he has used mediums such as painting, drawing, sculp-
ture, and animation to confront the challenges of self-representation as well as physical and psychologi-
cal transformation. In 1998, while he was still in his mid-twenties, he began what is perhaps considered 
his most legendary project, when he decided to literally transform himself into an old man. The artist 
adopted mannerisms as well as the eating and dressing patterns of a senior citizen, eventually coming 
to resemble a white-bearded, heavyset man, forty years his senior. Cuoghi has continued this experi-
mental approach in works such as “Asincroni,” in which he used overlaying sheets of acetate to create 
surreal alterations of portraits of deceased relatives. With a similar combination of obsession, passion, 
and devotion, Cuoghi later undertook a two-year study of Assyrian language and rituals, for which he 
produced a gargantuan reproduction of a small talismanic statue of the menacing demon-god Pazuzu in 
2008. Most recently, for the 55th Venice Biennale, he created Belinda (2013), a monumentally scaled 
sculpture modeled after microbial life-forms.
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«Roberto Cuoghi: Šuillakku Corral», New Museum, April, 2014.
http://www.newmuseum.org/exhibitions/view/roberto-cuoghi

For his exhibition at the New Museum, Cuoghi will present Šuillakku – corral version (2008–14), an 
immersive sound installation evoking an imagined ancient Assyrian lament from the seventh century 
BC. For this piece, Cuoghi embarked on an imaginative journey back in time to the period between 612 
and 609 BC, when the Assyrian Empire and its capital, Nineveh, was under attack and eventually fell 
into ruin. Channeling the grief and fear that were likely prevalent at the time, Cuoghi’s lamentation is 
performed on a collection of handmade instruments carefully researched, built, and played by the artist 
himself. Each instrument was recorded individually and assembled into a composition, which can be 
heard in its entirety when visitors stand at the center of the sound installation. The title, pronounced 
“shoe-ee-lah-coo,” refers to a posture adopted by the ancient Assyrians when praying, in which one 
hand is raised. As in much of Cuoghi’s work, the installation explores the ways in which the power of 
imagination can help transform both history and reality.

“Roberto Cuoghi: Šuillakku Corral” will be on view on the Third Floor from April 30–June 29, 2014. 
The exhibition is curated by Massimiliano Gioni, Associate Director and Director of Exhibitions, and 
Margot Norton, Assistant Curator.

The exhibition will be accompanied by a fully illustrated catalogue featuring an interview with the artist 
and new reflections on Cuoghi’s practice by Alison Gingeras and Thomas Grünfeld.

Roberto Cuoghi was born in Modena, Italy, in 1973, and lives and works in Milan. Solo exhibitions of 
his work have been presented at the Hammer Museum, Los Angeles (2011), Castello di Rivoli, Turin 
(2008), the Institute of Contemporary Arts, London, and Centre International d’Art et du Paysage de 
l’Île de Vassivière, Baumont du Lac, France (2007). His work has also been included in a number of 
important international group exhibitions, including: “The Encyclopedic Palace,” 55th Venice Bien-
nale (2013); “10,000 Lives,” Gwangju Biennial, South Korea (2010); “21 artists for the 21st century,” 
Fondazione Sandretto Re Rebaudengo, Turin (2010); “Making Worlds,” 53rd Venice Biennale (2009); 
“Italics: Italian Art between Tradition and Revolution, 1968-2008,” Palazzo Grassi, Venice, and the 
Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago (2008–10); “After Nature,” New Museum, New York (2008); 
“Fractured Figure: Works from the Dakis Joannou Collection,” DESTE Foundation for Contemporary 
Art, Athens (2007); and “Of Mice and Men,” 4th Berlin Biennial (2006).

Sponsors
Support for “Roberto Cuoghi: Šuillakku Corral” is made possible, in part, by the Toby Devan Lewis 
Emerging Artists Exhibition Fund. Support for the accompanying publication has been provided by the 
J. McSweeney and G. Mills Publication Fund at the New Museum.
Special thanks to Massimo De Carlo, Milan/London.
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Judicaël Lavrador. «Exorcismes», Les Inrockuptibles, November 5, 2014, p. 96.
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Ariella Budick. «Kjartansson/Henrot/Cuoghi, New Museum, New York -review», Financial Times, June 3, 2014.
http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/2/debc8940-ea7f-11e3-8dde-00144feabdc0.html

Kjartansson/Henrot/Cuoghi, New Museum, New York – review

Ariella Budick
June 3, 2014

Before its latest tripartite blockbuster opened, the New Museum dispatched an advance guard of ver-
biage: three volumes’ worth of interviews and interpretations that reduced the work of Ragnar Kjar-
tansson, Camille Henrot and Roberto Cuoghi to a series of desiccated abstractions. Having done the 
dispiriting homework of reading this stuff, I was thoroughly unprepared for the volcanic magic of the 
installations themselves – all those overlapping rainbows of sound and light, that sensual and some-
times terrifying spectacle. Conceptual art so often boils down to a dense paragraph of explanatory text 
that actually seeing it can feel superfluous. But in this synched trio of shows, orchestrated by Massimi-
liano Gioni, prose withered to insignificance in a total environment of shamanistic beauty and sensual 
power.

Roberto Cuoghi may be the trio’s ablest wizard. A guard with a torch guided me through black curtains 
into “Suillakku Corral”, a lightless enclosure where I was bombarded by almost unendurable caco-
phony. Echoes of songs, the violent beating of drums, spasmodic shrieks, whistles, groans, lamentations 
– all assaulted me in the artificial night, an uncanny force of hundreds, joined in a frantic and desperate 
chorale.
A text outside this chamber of discord explained that “Suillakku Corral” is meant to evoke Nineveh in 
the seventh century BC, when the Assyrian empire was teetering into ruin. Cuoghi has channelled the 
grief and fear of a dying civilisation into sounds made by an army of instruments, many of which he 
built by hand. Although he immersed himself in intensive research into the ancient Near East, authen-
ticity is not the point: Cuoghi supplements such traditional instruments as the tanbur and the bamboo 
flute with bronze cowbells, badminton rackets, windblown leaves and Mexican beans. Like Henrot and 
Kjartansson, Cuoghi has fashioned a phantasmagoria of social science and spirituality, a ritual of exqui-
site overload.

Until June 29, newmuseum.org
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Brian Boucher. «Roberto Cuoghi at New Museum, New York», Art in America, September 23, 2014.
http://www.artinamericamagazine.com/reviews/roberto-cuoghi/

Roberto Cuoghi at New Museum, New York

Brian Boucher
Sept. 23, 2014

Roberto Cuoghi does not mess around. When in his 20s, just out of graduate school, the Italian artist 
(b. 1973) resolved to become his father. Dyeing his hair gray and shaving some of it off, he dressed in 
the older man's outfits for seven years. To get dad's clothes to fit, Cuoghi fils had to gain a great deal of 
weight, resulting in serious medical problems (along with, no doubt, considerable Freudian confusion). 
In another punishing venture, for five days he wore lenses that flipped his sight 180 degrees, hoping 
that his brain would eventually account for the shift and right his vision again. (It didn't.) While the 
father piece is a comment on decay, the lens piece could serve as a metaphor for the way art can change 
perception.

In the artist's first New York museum solo, the New Museum recently devoted an entire floor—albeit 
a small one—to a new version of a sound art piece, Šuillakku-corral version (2008-14), which, like his 
familial impersonation, deals with decline and demise. For several years, Cuoghi has been researching 
the ancient Assyrian culture, which flourished in Mesopotamia along the river Tigris from around 1400 
to 600 b.c.e. After consulting with historians and ethnomusicologists about Assyrian musical instru-
ments, Cuoghi hand-built some 100 of them, basing the objects partly on research and partly on imagi-
nation. Composed by Cuoghi, the piece features the sounds of these instruments, played by the artist, 
along with his own voice.

The 8-minute score (2014) is an imagined lament for the fallen city of Nineveh, which came under 
siege by the Babylonians from 612-609 b.c.e.; the attack would lead to the Assyrians' downfall and the 
disappearance of their culture. Šuillakku-corral version is named for the Assyrian word for a prayerful 
posture, resting on one knee with one hand raised, and for the piece's architecture, a small, darkened 
round room that the visitor enters and exits via short passageways, hanging onto the walls all the way 
for balance.

To my ears, the atonal (or, more accurately, microtonal) composition might be at home at a new music 
festival or on an experimental radio station. In the gallery, the sound traveled around the room via eight 
loudspeakers, providing a three-dimensional experience. (All the same, I would snap up a stereo ver-
sion if it were released.) The audio is at times stomach-rumblingly loud. Along with percussion, strin-
ged instruments and shouting, there's chanting and abundant spitting (which the Assyrians apparently 
thought would ward off evil). Spooky, mysterious and at times absurd, the sounds caused some visi-
tors to flee after a short time. The discomfort of the visually and sonically intense environment seems 
a mark of success for an artwork dealing not only with personal mortality but the death of an entire 
culture.
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Brian Boucher. «Roberto Cuoghi at New Museum, New York», Art in America, September 23, 2014.
http://www.artinamericamagazine.com/reviews/roberto-cuoghi/

View of the exhibition "Roberto Cuoghi: Šuillakku Corral," 2014; at the 
New Museum.
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Roberto Cuoghi. «The tumour set free. De Incontinentia», Mousse Publishing, 2013, pp. 14-18.
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«Zoloto, Roberto Cuoghi», Massimo de Carlo, May, 2012.
http://www.massimodecarlo.it/exhibitions/view/11455?lang=eng

ZOLOTO
  — Roberto Cuoghi 

Milan
May 30 —July 13, 2012

On 30 May 2012, Massimo De Carlo opens Roberto Cuoghi’s solo exhibition titled ZOLOTO. The 
guiding force of the artist’s third solo show at the gallery is the caricature of his work, resulting from 
a striving for definition, the deception of appearances and the overlapping of the inner and outer lives. 
The intolerance the artist feels, on the rebound, concerning the meanings attributed to his work is on 
display in the form of parody.

The drawings and paintings are personifications that deliberately do not deserve the name of self-por-
traits. Possible inflexions of the author, thoughts and fantasies on choices not made or extensions of 
features taken one at a time and sealed in a more radical dimension. Each face is a response in the form 
of projection, admissible or pitiless, or self-congratulatory, like the series that refers to a brand of cheap 
cigars - a clarification of the decision, at 24, to drastically change his appearance into that of a middle-
aged man. Defined as the transfiguration into his father, the reference image has, however, always been 
a little portrait on the brand of cigars that the artist used to attest new habits of behaviour.

The caricature supposition continues in the show through a sort of ridicule of the Babylonian god 
Pazuzu, of whom the artist created a statuary enlargement in 2008, starting from the scan of the original 
amulet preserved in the Louvre, Paris.
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«Zoloto, Roberto Cuoghi», Massimo de Carlo, May, 2012.
http://www.massimodecarlo.it/exhibitions/view/11455?lang=eng

The principle of immanence, in which the spirit of the Devil penetrates the substance of every repre-
sentation of him, is under fire. Monotheism, based on the prohibition of worshipping other gods and 
creating their images, doesn’t do other than give credit to the principle it opposes through the Sacred 
Prohibitions in a swirling conflict of values.

The jealous God of the Revelation doesn’t deny the animistic preconception; on the contrary, he gives 
it credit, threatening to punish children for their fathers’ disobedience down to the fourth generation. 
By indicating the defect, which has structured Western thought more for accommodation than rigour, at 
source, the artist offers solutions for hindering the incarnation of the idol.

The consequences of deactivating the original question start from the specular multiplication of the 
God cast in himself, embarrassing its function of amulet, forced in opposite directions, to its core. The 
reproductions are thus animated by the desire to perceive a spirit which cannot be assimilated to the 
properties of the article - deceived by its anatomy or strategically counter-pervasive materials, up to a 
receptacle of 177 heads unified in a plastic grid. Returning to the root of imagination and figuration, the 
challenge of transcendence appears, in all its madness.

Roberto Cuoghi was born in Modena in 1973. He lives and works in Milan. The most recent solo shows 
include: UCLA Hammer Museum, Los Angeles, 2011, Šuillakku at Castello di Rivoli and the ICA, 
London, 2008; Foolish Things, curated by Giacinto Di Pietrantonio and Alessandro Rabottini, Eldorado 
project room, GAMeC Galleria d’Arte Moderna e Contemporanea, Bergamo, 2003. Roberto Cuoghi 
has taken part in many collective exhibitions at the most important Italian and international exhibition 
sites like Surreal versus Surrealismo en el arte contemporáneo, IVAM Centre Julio Gonzales, Valencia, 
2011; 10000 Lives, curated by Massimiliano Gioni, Gwangju Biennale, Gwangju, 2010; Skin Fruit: 
Selections from the Dakis Joannou Collection, curated by Jeff Koons, New Museum, New York, 2010; 
Italics: Arte Italiana fra Tradizione e Rivoluzione, 1968-2008, curated by Francesco Bonami, Palazzo 
Grassi, Venice, 2008; Italian Mentalscapes, curated by Demetrio Paparoni, Tel Aviv Museum of Art, Tel 
Aviv, 2007; Biennale Cuvée - World Selection of Contemporary Art, OK Centre for Contemporary Art, 
Linz, 2006; Polyphonix 40, curated by Manuela Corti, Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, 2002. 
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Prohibition Recognizes Value: Roberto Cuoghi

Michael Slenske
Jan. 18, 2011

However critics might seek to define Roberto Cuoghi—from "living sculpture" to anecdotal poet—the 
Italian mixed media artist's work  almost exclusively explores the permeable boundaries of the self. 
This exploration, according to the Modena-born Cuoghi, started in Milan in the mid-1980s:

I did an internship at a hospital, in the female psychiatric ward. It was so depressing. The doctors were 
on the ward for twenty minutes. The rest of the day I had to entertain the patients with stupid games or I 
had to accompany them to church... By accident, one day, following a nun, I entered the painting course 
of Alberto Garutti. My fingernails were so long I couldn't make a fist. Usually people were horrified. 
Garutti, instead, looked at me with admiration,  and for me that was enough.

Today Cuoghi doesn't classify his open-ended mission as contemporary art, but that meeting has led 
him on a series of highly idiosyncratic experiments that often manifest as art. Take the series of poems, 
portraits and videos (during his time at Milan's Brera Art Academy) based on a week of viewing his 
world through the lens of kaleidoscope glasses. Or his seven-year physical and mental transformation—

ROBERTO CUOGHI, UNTITLED, 2010. 
COURTESY GALLERIA MASSIMO DE 
CARLO
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weight gain (to 308 lbs.), hair and beard dye, adopted mannerisms, frumpy clothes—into the form of 
his father, documented by a suite of self-portraits.
In each instance, Cuoghi's art has taken him to the limits of human existence, in pursuit of revelation.  
Equally exhaustive, his exploration of curiosities includes a mushrooming fascination in Assyrian-Ba-
bylonian music and deities. He's fabricated ancient instruments (and an imagined 6th Century B.C.E. 
song cycle to the gods) and a giant sculptural depiction of the king of the demon of the winds, Pazuzu 
("Šuillakku")—based on a small bronze Pazuzu totem at the Louvre. A marble version of the latter, half 
the size of the Castello piece, will appear in Cuoghi's first solo museum show in the U.S., Roberto Cuo-
ghi, opening at Hammer Projects this Wednesday. He'll also show a series of realist and abstract self-
portraits that examine his transformations from punk thirty-something to ailing septuagenarian, some of 
which were based on a photo of a distant cousin from Bologna whom he had never met.

While preparing for the show, Cuoghi offered some insight into his many selves, and says art will ulti-
mately be his saving grace:

MICHAEL SLENSKE: Since the 1990s, it seems that you've been on a journey of self-exploration and 
alteration. What started it?

ROBERTO CUOGHI: My personal view is different. Periodically I put myself in trouble, so I am for-
ced to find a solution. It's never really the solution, but for a while it's enough.

SLENSKE: What made you want to journey into old age as your father in 1997?

CUOGHI: I've never been totally involved in contemporary art and I was irritated by the boring habits 
of young artists. I had other habits. I made a rubber stamp with accounting data of a cardiologist, so I 
could fill prescription orders for everything. Before long I was a sort of go-to guy in town. It was too 
easy; it was becoming a full-time job. To get away from all that, and to get rid of the pests that came 
with it, I had to disappear. At the same time I was falling in love, and I decided to move in with [Cuo-
ghi's partner] Alessandra [Sofia]. Stuck here, I thought about my father's clothes and how I'd wear 
them. I would have to smoke cigars, as he did. Some portraits at the Hammer refer to the founder of a 
brand of cheap cigars. That's because when I decided to change my appearance, that bearded guy whose 
picture is printed on the [Dannemann] cigar boxes became my role model. Behind him, as background, 
you could glimpse a little view of Bahia.

SLENSKE: You've said you felt the health effects of aging yourself. Could you explain those and any 
other effects in the process?

CUOGHI: I wrecked my metabolism when I became a fat bearded man. I continue to pay the price of 
that. I have a thin bone structure, so I'm not made to be XXXL. The first symptoms are a collection of 
joint problems, cardiovascular  disturbances and hypertension. I had to removed the saphenous vein 
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from one leg, and I have had many many operations to contain hernias. The surgeon told me me that 
next time he'll almost have to split me in two. I've fattened up by 180 pounds, so in a sense, I had to 
update my prosthesis. The last two came undone, stitch by stitch, without warning, in a hypermarket. I 
had to lean on a cooler because I couldn't stand up. You feel the heat of the blood that spreads under the 
intestine.

SLENSKE: What about the portraits at the Hammer, which are quite diverse in style and approach. Is 
that a direct reference to the type of man who might be painting them at that time or this cousin you lost 
but never knew? Could you explain the process? 

CUOGHI: They are self-portraits, but I had to focus my attention on different targets, not on me. I have 
always tried to give an appearance to what I had in my mind. As it happened, I found the solution in a 
cigar box. It may begin one way, but my problem is not style. Looking for personal style seems to have 
so little to do with the truth.

SLENSKE: What about the portrait with the reference to Joseph Beuys? That seems to play on the 
notion of revelation in the personal and spiritual sense. Would you say that's the impulse behind most or 
all of the works in this show?

CUOGHI: Sure, that might be so, but it's not really a Beuys reference. I'm serious when I say that art is 
not among my interests. Maybe I wanted to talk about the new millennium's cheap existentialism. I was 
looking for a sophisticated sentence to put into the mouth of a spoiled young man. There is this Italian 
intellectual, in vogue and always up-to-date because he works on gossip. He was telling about his new 
tattoo. The phrase has two meanings, it can be read Zeige Deine Wunde, which means "Show your 
wounds" but if you look closer there is a R at the end, so it can became a mystical desire: Zeige Deine 
Wunder!

SLENSKE: How is Roberto Cuoghi different from the artist in 1990, when your career began?

CUOGHI: This question has the same problem that this show has, and my answer may not be so dif-
ferent from anybody else's. This story of transformation creates a lot of meaningless situations. I meet 
someone and he says, "So, that's how you're dressing now." Well, this is a jacket from five years ago. So 
what? I think it's better to see these portraits as a parody of the idea that I feel around my work.

SLENSKE: You've said you were reluctant to make another Pazuzu after the Suillakku show. Why 
revisit it here in black marble?

CUOGHI: Pazuzu is not really a sculpture; it is the arithmetic enlargement of a small artifact, an Assy-
rian-Babylonian amulet preserved in the Louvre. I never thought of making others like that. Instead, 
the version at the Hammer is a marble sculpture. It comes from the same model, but multiplied by two, 
in front of the other and fused with its double. This means that he is any representation of himself, and 
the great religions are founded against this—first of all, through the commandments, which are prohi-
bitions. But every prohibition, after all, is a recognition of a value to that is prohibited. So this sculp-
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ture may be the easiest way to challenge its original meaning. More simply, what happens if an amulet 
doesn't have one direction, but two? How can the spirit of a demon fix itself, finding himself mixed 
with himself?

SLENSKE: Is it wise for a museum to exhibit a demon or do you think, as you've said about the first 
installation at Castello di Rivoli, that he protects the museum while he's there?

CUOGHI: Of course I don't recommend worrying about such things. At the Hammer, I think the wor-
ries had more to do with the load-bearing strength of the floor, and problems of transport and instal-
lation. Turin has an esoteric tradition, and everyone loves to joke about it. But Pazuzu is a purifying 
demon. It's ironic that he became the Devil in The Exorcist, because Pazuzu was a tool for the exorcist.

SLENSKE: What prompted your research into Ninevah in the first place?

CUOGHI: I suppose it was the Oracles Against the Nations that made me want to study. The bible 
always seemed like a sedative, to me, until I realized the vastness and complexity of its interpretations. 
It's not a book. Only a terrific work can cause so many problems everywhere.

ROBERTO CUOGHI OPENS JANUARY 22 AT THE HAMMER IN LOS ANGELES.
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Roberto Cuoghi. The Rules of Vision 

Anamorphosis in the Eyes

Marcella Beccaria
Anno 2 Numero 6 aprile-maggio 2010

Cuoghi takes away my eyes and compels me to use his. This is neither a joke nor an equivocal game—
rather, it’s what happens every time I encounter one of his creations. His work acquires meaning the 
instant when my vision changes, when my gaze is replaced by an alien one and other eyes—the ar-
tist’s—become mine.

It has an innocent look; there are even children in it. But when I put on the glasses that Cuoghi has 
given me, my head spins. Kinderama (2010), the artist’s latest project, is based on a series of stereos-
copic images. Founded on the principle of binocular vision, which is what allows us to judge distances 
and proportions correctly, the procedure involves taking two photographs almost simultaneously, but 
sliding the camera along a fixed ruled bar. The two pictures look very similar to the naked eye, but seen 
with the aid of a special viewer, the images fuse, creating the illusion of depth. Nothing new about that, 
some will say, perhaps thinking of those small optical devices capable of conveying the magic of St. 
Mark’s Square covered with pigeons. And yet, precisely because stereoscopic viewers usually present 
panoramas of squares and monuments, the entire Kinderama operation takes on significance as soon as 
you realize that this kind of vision, a sort of low-cost special effect, has been applied instead to a well-
known and wealthy private collection. And so it is that, looked at with Cuoghi’s eyes—those eyes that 
have suddenly become my own—famous works by Jeff Koons, Robert Gober, Maurizio Cattelan and 
many others become the novel playground of a group of smiling and overexcited children. 

Kinderama 2010
courtesy the artist
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A world of fluctuating, amusing, captivating, but also slightly repellent illusion, Kinderama makes you 
think. While the eyes wander and plumb the depth of the 3D image, the mind responds to the retinal 
stimulus and starts to see, in its turn, hypothetical metaphors, similes and personifications. Perhaps it 
is not just a toy… And so what is it? In search of a meaning, you suddenly feel that what you have in 
your hands is a sort of microscope capable of revealing the secrets of a colony of multiplying bacteria. 
In that child posing as the Incredible Hulk in front of the picture by Koons, you seem to recognize a 
familiar scene… perhaps some gallery owner flexing the muscles of his power. And that group of cheer-
ful children dancing in the glare of the light that illuminates Cattelan’s horse? Don’t they remind you of 
a group of curators clinging to the luminous tail of some shooting star of the art scene? And those poor 
wretches in the work in the shape of a cage? They’re not by any chance like the people who, wanting 
desperately to belong to the world of art, end up being imprisoned by it? One image even shows a de-
lightful little girl turning her hands upside down and pretending they are glasses. “A window open onto 
the world of art” declares a smart art slogan these days… In the end, we like Cuoghi precisely because 
he sees monsters and puts them everywhere.

I put down Kinderama, take back my eyes and start to think about Cuoghi’s other works. I leaf through 
his catalogue in my mind. Here they are, in chronological order. First, Cuoghi’s self-portrait Il Coc-
codeista (1997) (a play on words in which the Italian word for “cackle” takes the place of “cube” or 
“future”), a confused avant-gardist who lived on pills, spurning showers, combs and changes of clo-
thing. Once again, my eyes are not my own; the self-portraits and sheets of text that make up the series 
imply a new substitution of the gaze. Cuoghi was a student at the Accademia di Brera in Milan when 
he had the idea of taking an exam by altering his own already disorderly life. He spent days wearing a 
pair of welder’s goggles whose lenses had been replaced by Peckham prisms, which have the curious 
optical property of inverting and reversing the vision, so that whatever is above appears on the bottom 
and whatever is to the right changes place with the left. All that remains of this experiment is the series 
called Il Coccodeista. Looking at these works on paper gives a clear idea of the world that the artist saw 
around him at that time. We don’t need a psychologist to tell us that it was a claustrophobically self-re-
ferential dimension, and in fact Cuoghi practically saw nothing but himself (whence the self-portraits). 
And then there are the texts Cuoghi wrote at the time: genuine anti-poems of intoxicated, cynically 
fragmented suffering.
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The following year was unquestionably the most tormented in the artist’s career. In 1988, he began the 
process of metamorphosis that led him to transform himself into a middle-aged man, turning his bio-
logical age of twenty-five into that of an overweight sixty-year-old. An extreme artistic performance, 
according to some. A wholly personal matter, in the view of others, Cuoghi among them. Be that as it 
may, it is certain that the transformation was a way for the artist to lose the years of his own life but 
gain others in exchange. Thinking about it, what is the act of becoming an older person, his own father 
to be exact, if not once again appropriating someone else’s eyes? If Cuoghi is able to offer others a 
glimpse of his own view of the world through his works, in this case it was the artist who imposed the 
change on himself. By altering his own eyes—and appearance, habits, friendships—Cuoghi underwent 
a deliberate acceleration and thus paradoxically slowed down a life that was otherwise slipping through 
his fingers.

Every artist constructs images and, if he or she is really good, invents the laws that define their vision 
as well. In the history of art, the construction of the vision, of the point of view, of perspective, has 
always been an intentional act—perspective as “symbolic form,” as Erwin Panofsky writes. Accelerated 
perspectives, decelerated perspectives, anamorphic distortions… The rational rule of perspective can 
be adapted to the most fantastic irrationality; through each of these versions of it, artists have expressed 
and sometimes anticipated the cultural climate of the age in which they lived. Turning two points of 
view into one, and thereby fusing in the mind references that would otherwise lack depth, is a proce-
dure that also defines The Goodgriefies (2000), a work that takes its inspiration from familiar protago-
nists of the world of American cartoons. In the video, each of the characters created by Cuoghi is a pro-
duct of the superimposition of two or more original cartoons. Mutant beings, subjected to a corrupted 
perspective, the Goodgriefies are a gallery of monsters, a true aberration of the gaze in the etymological 
sense of the term.
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In 2002, Cuoghi began the Black Paintings, a series of works inhabited by human, or humanoid, 
forms—creatures suspended in intermediate stages of evolution. To see a Black Painting, you have to 
move about, changing the position of your body and letting your eyes rove a good deal. Then, depen-
ding on the angle from which they are observed, the subjects materialize on the surface of the painting 
or withdraw from it, as if vaporized. Created by superimposing many layers of mixed materials, inclu-
ding enamel, pastel, watercolor, pencil and ink, and combining a variety of chemical reactions, each 
painting makes clear Cuoghi’s penchant for experimentation. Like an obsessive alchemist tinkering 
with evil-smelling glues and solvents, Cuoghi classified the results of his own experiments, so that 
each work is like the sum of the knowledge acquired in relation to particular chemical combinations. 
It seems as if we are reading about one of Giorgio Vasari’s Lives of the Artists, perhaps that of a true 
professional of alchemical eccentricities like Parmigianino (even if we are in Milan and not Parma, and 
the air is filled with the acid rain of late capitalism rather than the mists of mannerism).

Cuoghi continued to apply this experimental method in subsequent works as well: first in the drawings, 
the Asincroni (Asynchronies) (2002–04), dominated by a truly spooky smile imposed on the features 
of a deceased relative, and then in the songs, with Mbube (2005) and Mei Gui (2006), where the artist 
became a singer and musician, turning himself into an African herdsman in one case and a Chinese girl 
in the other. The process reached its peak in the sound installation Šuillakku (2008), where the expe-
rimentation was extended to archeological research, culminating in the philological reconstruction of 
Sumerian musical instruments and the transformation of the artist himself into an inhabitant of Mesopo-
tamia. He metamorphoses under our eyes, and suddenly we find ourselves catapulted into other worlds 
and other times, awash in visions and unexpected uncertainties. In this context, I am reminded of expe-
riments in the field of optics, particularly those that concern the self-portrait. It seems that Parmigianino 
had painted his Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror (1524) to demonstrate his own capacities, presenting 
himself with the features of an angel and displaying the technical mastery of a demon. Although not 
created with the same intentions, Cuoghi’s double self-portrait on paper from 2005 illustrates his ability 
to represent himself, for better and worse. In one of the two drawings, the artist proposes a beautified 
version of his face, in the other, an uglier rendition. The two drawings are intended to be hung on the 
same wall, but at a distance of almost thirteen feet. It is impossible to take both of them in at a glance. 
In the same year, he produced another self-portrait, constructed in this case employing a lenticular 
technique used to produce three-dimensional images. As we look at it, the work gradually reveals itself 
as an Arcimboldo-esque divertissement, in which the artist’s face is seen to be composed of an accumu-
lation of toys and dolls. In both works, the gaze is captured once again, in the sense that it is the artist 
who dictates the conditions of vision.

And what is anamorphosis if not a shifting of the gaze on the basis of a prearranged imposition by an 
artist on the field of the work? Cuoghi has anamorphosis inside him. The reality that he sees, and we 
with him, is almost always the least obvious and most obscure. It is no accident that anamorphosis is 
frequently used to present the image of something we don’t want to see. Consider The Ambassadors, 
the picture painted by Hans Holbein in 1533 (now in the National Gallery in London). A frontal view 
of the work offers the compelling image of two diplomats at the height of their human and professional 
powers. An oblique view presents us instead with the crude representation of a large skull that occupies 
the foreground. I’m certain that if I went with Cuoghi to the National Gallery he would see the skull at 
once and find it harder to bring the portraits of the two ambassadors into focus.
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On a visit to the Louvre, among the many masterpieces on display, Cuoghi’s attention was caught by a 
bronze statuette in the department of Assyrian Antiquities. Not even six inches high, the statue is clas-
sified as a representation of Pazuzu, a demon associated with the winds, feared but also invoked by the 
ancient populations of Mesopotamia as protection against deadly threats. Identifying his effigies with 
the demon himself, the Assyrians were convinced that statuettes of Pazuzu could function as an effec-
tive defense for the home, the newborn or people in general. With hybrid features, at once human and 
animal, the demon is surprising in its dissimilarity from any other artifact produced by the civilization 
of that region and that time, as well as in its affinities with the most widespread images of the Devil 
that, from the Middle Ages onward, defined the iconographic representation of evil in the West.

When in 2006 I invited Cuoghi to prepare a solo exhibition for the Castello di Rivoli Museum of 
Contemporary Art, the artist responded positively, heading straight for Mesopotamia. It goes without 
saying that I did the same. From one day to the next, I began to see nothing but Nineveh, and then 
unfortunately Harran as well. I say unfortunately because of all possible times, Cuoghi of course chose 
the worst, that of the destruction of both cities, just before the entire Assyrian civilization was wiped 
from the face of the Earth. In this context, Cuoghi created his Pazuzu (2008), a monumental version of 
the statuette in the Louvre. The work was made using the laser-scanning technique, a precise method 
of producing prototypes. Appropriating the superstitions of the Assyrians, Cuoghi in fact reiterates the 
idea that the demon dwells in any of his effigies or reproductions of them. Maintaining the apotropaic 
function of the original, Cuoghi’s Pazuzu has become an amulet on the scale of the imposing baroque 
castle that hosts the Castello di Rivoli. Certainly, the demon can protect against evil: the presence of 
the statue reminds us of its creeping reality, just as Holbein’s skull is a wise memento mori for those 
who revel too much in the comforts of life. But once again, it is the artist’s eye that commands, that by 
transporting us elsewhere—in the mental and metaphorical sense, obviously—unexpectedly makes us 
see a museum in the 21st century as the perfect setting for a monstrous, metamorphic and irremediably 
irrational presence. 
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